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Disclaimer
The information contained in this presentation has been compiled by the Department of the
Premier and Cabinet (DPC) and originates from a variety of sources. Although all reasonable care
has been taken in the preparation and compilation of the information, it has been provided in
good faith for general information only and does not purport to be professional advice. No
warranty, express or implied, is given as to the completeness, correctness, accuracy, reliability or
currency of the materials.
DPC and the Crown in the right of the State of South Australia does not accept responsibility for
and will not be held liable to any recipient of the information for any loss or damage however
caused (including negligence) which may be directly or indirectly suffered as a consequence of use
of these materials. DPC reserves the right to update, amend or supplement the information from
time to time at its discretion.

Characterising South Australia’s Cover
• ‘Characterising South Australia’s Cover’ one of
4 key teams at the Geological Survey of South
Australia
• Key area of focus will be:
o Providing new and updated data
compilations
o Lead with innovative geoscience products
• Ensure that stakeholders will be able to
explore with improved confidence and vigour
in some of the most underexplored regions of
the state.

Current Surface
Geochemistry Database
• All sample points – calcrete
• Also in database – vegetation,
lag, stream sediments etc
• Lack of data – where cover
assumed ‘too thick’
• If GSSA can’t confidently show
data for these areas – how do we
attract stakeholders to be
interested?
 Image – Data from March 2018

National Geochemical Survey of Australia
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• Final Product - National Geochemical Atlas of Australia
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Other Surveys (Around Australia & Globally)
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Depth of Cover – Depth to Basement Maps
• 100 m depth – not the end of
the geochemical survey
program!
• GSSA collaborations test
surface geochemistry in areas
> 100 m (far west, northeast
SA)
o Coompana Geochemical
Survey (2017 – CSIRO)
o Regional Biogeochemical
Survey of the Eucla Basin
(2014 – Dunn & Waldron)
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Reasons Why We Need Baseline Surface Geochemistry
• Mineral explorers currently use a variety of
sampling media (e.g. different soil fractions, lag,
biota)
• Previous case studies (e.g. Butt et al. 2005) and
geochemical surveys undertaken in SA by
CRCLEME and DETCRC
• Easy access to geochemical = assisting mineral
explorers in determining:
 Appropriate sampling media for exploration
programs
 Give confidence and assurance to those
working in greenfield areas

Reasons Why We Need Baseline Surface Geochemistry 2
Establish baseline geochemistry
across all of SA’s geological
provinces, for each popular
sampling media will allow a
complete update of the quality
and accessibility to surface
geochemical
PRECOMPETITIVE DATA &
ENVIRONMENTAL REFERENCE

How will we do this?
• Clean up existing data and
make it available via SARIG
• Assemble updated state-wide
geochemical datasets
 Include sampling media
type
 Individual elements
• A regional geochemistry
dataset for many types of
sampling media
• Any gaps in this coverage will
be prioritised &
reconnaissance traverses
planned (aligned with MinEx
CRC and UNCOVER project
work)

Thankyou!

